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Tommaso Campanella's La Citta del Sole: Topography and

Astrology
A t the beginning of the seventeenth century the Dominican friar from
1"1calabria, fra' Tommaso Campanella, had already solidified his antiAristotelian theories, had been persecuted and arrested, and was
simulating madness in order to save his life while incarcerated in
Naples. When Campanella conceived La Citta de/ Sole under these circumstances in 1602, he was interpreting Telesio's naturalistic
philosophy in a metaphysical manner, and was expressing in nuce the
fundamental theories he would amplify two years later in Del Senso
delle Cose e delle Magie.
In La Citta de/ Sole, o Dialogo Poetico (as the subtitle indicates)
Campanella suggests a new social order, based on the fruitful cooperation between rational and religious principles. Unlike Plato's Republic
and its concept of the cave, the City of the Sun describes a spacious
design which mirrors the natural order of the universe. Citizens are not
in chains watching shadows on the rock face, but run free and participate actively in the civic life of the utopian island. The peculiar concentric and centripetal organization of the City of the Sun reflects
closely Campanella's philosophical and political ideals. He longed for
a republic in which God's justice and the divine presence would be
manifest in the head of state and his rule.
The theocentric urban plan of the Citta de/ Sole is a closed territory,
protected by a circular moat and determined by rigid geometric symmetry. Built upon a bill, the City reveals a perfectly planned topography. If viewed from above, the seven concentric circles of walls
representing the seven known planets gradually close in upon and harmoniously frame the central circular religious temple, which in turn is
surmounted by a semi-circular cupola. Geometrically, the planimetry is
meant to represent perfection and eternity, characteristics which are
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manifest in the symbolism of a circle. When looking at the island of the
Citta del Sole from a lateral point of view, as if to dissect vertically the
city and the hill upon which it is built, the geometrical structure of the
Utopia emphasizes its hierarchical political system, for the pyramidal
shape reflects the importance of a higher theocentric authority who rules the island. This rigorous geometric symbolism of completeness
structurally reflects the necessary diligence, seriousness and intellectual maturity required of all the inhabitants of the City, so that they may
inte_ac_t sa.cially and ohe..y willfully the instr.uctfons of the Sale-Me-tacif:isico.
Each of the seven massive defense walls is covered internally and
externally by frescoes which illustrate the liberal and mechanical arts,
and the sciences (fig. 1) . The paintings also follow the order of natural
evolution as they gradually approach--from one circle to the next--the
central temple, upon whose walls metaphysical laws are displayed and
explained. Geographic maps, mathematical and geometric data are
depicted on the outermost wall of the City, so as to offer Cartesian coordinates for the evolution of life in the solar system. In the second
circle, one finds a display of minerals, including precious stones, and
an illustration of all the hydrographic systems on the planet Earth .
Vegetative life such as trees and herbs are portrayed on the third wall,
on which also are included frescoes of fish, representing one of the earliest and most primitive forms of life to establish itself in water. Insects,
worms, reptiles and birds appear depicted on the next circle, followed
by illustrations of the remaining species of terrestrial animals on the
fifth wall. On the sixth are reproduced images of inventions in the
mechanical arts, such as war machinery, as well as the names of their
inventors. Military, civic and religious leaders are portrayed on the external side of this wall together with philosophers and scientists. Cells
for prayers and very small cloisters for monastic retreat form the innermost circle and separate the central religious edifice from the rest of
the Citta del Sole.
Campanella writes that "e la Citta del Sole distinta in sette gironi
grandissimi, nominati dalli sette pianeti." Hence, each circular section
of the city surrounded by majestic walls corresponds to and is under the
influence of a specific planet, in Copernicus' view of the heliocentric
system (as described in De revo/utionibus orbium coelestium /ibri VI,
1543).
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According to the astronomical knowledge of the seventeenth century, the most distant orbit around the sun was formed by planet Saturn,
the slow, second-largest planet of the solar system at the limits of the
universe. Owing to the length of time needed for its revolution around
the sun, more than 29 years, Saturn is often associated astrologically
with qualities of patience, endurance and strength. It was recognized
as a "conservative" planet, for it taught lessons of life preservation and
survival strategies to mankind; by engendering rigorous self-discipline,
Saturn safeguards human institutions. This very cold planet, surrounded by a dense atmosphere, experiences short days and short
nights, each lasting only a little over 5 hours. As days and nights alternate so rapidly millions of miles away, so do the vicissitudes of life here
on earth: periods of relief and joy alternate with darker times. Man
learns the basics of life by trial and error, through alternate moments
of obscurity and illumination. The fundamental elements depicted on
the first outermost wall of the Citta del Sole are as elementary as the
lessons imparted by Saturn: geometrical figures, mathematical principles, geographic references, primitive food medicines.
Moving from the outermost circle of walls toward the center, one
encounters the second section of the city, named after Jupiter, the
largest planet of the solar system. Following Venus, Jupiter is the
second most brilliant planet visible to the naked eye and is very easily
recognizable on a starry night. Jupiter, known as a "benevolent" planet,
imparts the ability to understand humanity. Because of the generosity
it demonstrates, it is often associated with philanthropic causes. Appropriately, the second circle of walls of the Citta del Sole depicts precious stones, minerals, and metals which carry monetary value for any
form of trade.
Herbs, trees, and their geographic locations are, among others, the
subject of the frescos in the third circle; also depicted are reptiles and
insects which with their armour-like skin and shells resemble warriors
of the god Mars. Mars, the first planet outside the earth's orbit, governs
this third circular section of Campanella's utopian urban plan, and according to medieval numerology Mars is associated with the number
three. From an astrological point of view, activity, energy and creative
actions are the positive qualities associated with this god, emblem of
warlike activities. However, the driving force of Mars is often linked to
the more benign natural vitality of nature's forces, such as trees and
herbs.
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The moon, our satellite, the feminine element of the universe is the
ruler of the fourth circle. Mutable in its appearance, the moon is associated with the emotional side of human existence. Owing to the polar
duality between the sun and the moon, our satellite's matriarchal cult
has become a symbol of the notion of complementarity.
· The fifth circle of walls of the Citta del Sole displays paintings of
the animals which populate the earth. The circle is under the rule of
Venus, which is visible to the naked eye either in the evening as Vesper
er i-n t:he roaming as Lueifer-. This planet bas control ovCT tire cre-stlrettcs
of all things created, whether divine or human; and thus also addresses
beauty in poetry, dance, arts, inventions and other expressions of
human activities. Therefore, it is appropriate that names of inventors
are engraved on the walls of this sector of the Citta del Sole, for intellectual human enterprise must be stimulated harmoniously.
Mercury, the smallest planet of the solar system, rotates completely on its axis every fifty-eight days. It is visible from earth only a few
days a year, for its brightness is almost always obfuscated by the light
of the sun. Mercury protects creative thought, so that inventions and
mechanical arts are appropriately represented on the walls of the sixth
circle. Activities stemming from the intellect are typically human in nature and remind us of God's creation of man and woman during the sixth
day. This essential communication between man and God is finally
achieved in the sixth section of the City of the Sun, for it is the part
closest to the central temple where the Sole-Metafisico dwells. Monks
in the cells of the seventh circle are intercessors to the Sun, center of
the urban topography, of the civic system and of the astronomical solar
order.
Throughout La Citta de/ Sole the reader's attention is drawn to the
active use which Campanella makes of medieval numerology and its allegorical symbolism. According to a widely accepted system of representing concepts and ideas through recognized numerical patterns,
specific digits traditionally conveyed a description of completeness,
while others implied imperfection, imbalance, or evil.
For instance the number seven, representing the seven days of the
creation, is also connected to the days of the week and to the seven
known planets of the seventeenth century, and it traditionally symbolizes a notion of totality and natural balance. In Campanella's work,
there are seven lamps which illuminate the central temple, seven is the
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age at which youngsters begin to study natural sciences, every seven
years the inhabitants are rejuvenated, and the circumference of the island itself measures seven miles. ·
Also in accordance to ancient numerology, the digit four signifies
completeness and integrity. There are four sacred cardinal points in our
world, four major winds, four elements of our universe (Earth, Water,
Air and Fire), and four walls which ensure a castle proper protection.
These Medieval magic numbers "four" and "seven" reappear frequently in Campanella's descriptions of the utopian Citta del Sole. For
instance, there are only four doors which give access to the City, and
only four streets, following a North-South, East-West pattern. Furthermore, youngsters of the republic march in four groups, guided by four
elderly men. There are four kingdoms on the island, the young inhabitants of the City of the Sun eat four meals a day, the volunteer intercessor for sacrifices is suspended by four ropes, and the populace
changes clothes four times a year.
Besides being the product of four times ten, forty has its own tradition in numerology. From the Old Testament it is known that the Jews
wandered through the desert for forty years; the Universal Flood lasted
forty days and forty nights; the New Covenant sets the days of Christ's
temptation in the desert to forty; in Roman history people and goods
were quarantined in harbors for forty days. Campanella sets "old" age
for the inhabitants of the island at forty, and the Grande Metafisico
rules upon forty immediate subordinates. In the Citta del Sole forty was
also the maximum number of hours granted to a prisoner to confess his
crimes.
An obvious symmetry exists between the topographic map and the
astrological chart of the Citta del Sole, especially when we consider that
the civic order uses as principal orientation the four major astronomical directions. Furthermore, the seven circles of walls surrounding the
City of the Sun recall the orbits of the seven known planets in their
revolution around the sun.
The close connections between microcosmus and macrocosmus are
highlighted in the Dialogo Poetico where Genovese explains to
Ospitalario that the Citta del Sole was built according to a carefully
planned topography, in keepingwith the principles of medieval astrology:
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"...onde quando edificarono la citta, posero i segni fissi neUi quattro angoli del mondo II
Sole in ascendente in Leone, e Giove in Leone orientale dal Sole, e Mercurio e Venere in
Cancro,[ ...] Marte nella nona in Ariete,[ ...) e la Luna in Tauro, che mirava di buono aspetto
Mercurio e Venere, e non facea aspello quadrato al Sole. Stava Satumo entrando nella
quarta, senza far malo aspetto a Marte e al Sole. [...] E Mercurio, sendo in buono aspetto
di Vergine e nella triplicita dell'asside suo, illuminato dalla Luna, non puo esser tristo ... •
(fig. 2).

According to this description, the Sun is ascendent in Leo. 1 From
an asuolegieal point ef view, it is believed that e3"ch pfan-et b:as a si•gn
in which it is most harmoniously placed, and the planetary rulership for
the Sun is Leo. Leo, the so-called "fiery" sign, confers qualities of
leadership and intellectual independence on those astrologically
governed by it. 2 Having the ascendent in Leo means, therefore, being
able to face the difficulties of life with courage and pride, as a lion on
the savanna. In the celestial chart of Campanella's City of the Sun the
planet Jupiter is also in Leo. Jupiter is the magnanimous Father of the
Heavens; he inspires law and justice, and rules according to honor and
truth. Jupiter moves mankind towards a spiritual vision of life, enhancing religious and philosophical motives. The meditative characteristics
which Jupiter confers are ignited by the flames of Leo.
This combination of the Sun and of Jupiter under the influence of
LeQ on the rising horizon of the Citta del Sole will, according to
medieval astrology, favor courage and moral rectitude among the
population and enhance the interest of citizens in important
humanitarian and social projects.
While Leo is a "fixed-fiery" sign, Cancer is a "cardinal-watery" element of the Zodiac. 3 In the northern hemisphere's annual cycle the
summer solstice occurs at 0° in Cancer. Earlier, during spring, nature
has sprouted, developed and steadily grown. In June, the month of Cancer, this blossoming energy stops and full maturity sets in. Cancer the
crab thus represents a principle of tenacity, at a stage of full maturity.
The Citta del Sole is also beneficially influenced by Mercury and Venus,
which are close together in Cancer.
Mercury, protector of knowledge, the Roman messenger of the
Gods, was the mediator between human being and the Heavens. From
an astrological point of view, Mercury enhances communicative and
practical abilities and therefore influences individuals towards social
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affirmation in their civic and cultural environment. Venus, the goddess
of love, is also in Cancer. This planet traditionally transforms that
which is under its influence into beauty and grace, protects peaceful relationships, while refining taste for art and instilling aesthetic appreciation. The citizens of the Citta del Sole were protected from social
unrest and civic frictions by the benevolent conjunction of Mercury and
Venus. 4
The watery sign of Cancer is ruled by the Moon. As is well known,
~s eeles-tfa:l body has no light or heat of its own, re-c-eivi1rg bm rom
the Sun. Ultimately it is the Sun which rules the astrological universe,
just as the Sole-Metafisico is central to the functional structure of the
Citta del Sole and plays a vital role in the cohesion of civic and religious
life.
Campanella positions Mars in the 9th house, in Aries. 5 The stronger
the influence of Mars, which is the planet of inner energy and physical
strength, upon a certain community, the more likely it is that this society
will become successful and predominant. Mars, the god of war, instills
a daring attitude to change old ideas into new concepts. According to
medieval belief, this planet dominates social progress through the instilling of self-confidence and optimism. Since Mars is placed in the 9th
house, i.e. Aries, its tendency towards belligerence is mitigated in the
skies of the Citta del Sole. Aries, a "cardinal-fiery" sign, represents the
first emanation of self-awareness, when mankind grows through its own
consciousness. Campanella sets both Aries and Mars in the 9th house,
or domus religionis, signifying that the passionate energy which both
confer will be directed towards the philosophical and religious atmosphere of this house, enhancing higher intellectual activities for the
citizens of the City of the Sun. Mars in Aries forms a favorable trine
with the Sun and with Jupiter in Leo, 6 contributing to reinforce the
leadership role of the Grande Metafisico throughout his reign.
The Moon is in Taurus, according to the description by Genovese.
Both the Moon and.the constellation of Taurus are feminine elements
of the Heavens. The Moon, as the principle of affective and emotional
life, is constantly changing in its physical appearance and causes
through its mutations a continuous renewal of energy. This celestial
body is a source of hope and enhan.ces the sense of fantasy in human
beings. It helps them in offering a natural resistance to unhappy events
and in resolving essential matters through intuition rather than exclusively through reason. The Moon rules in Taurus, just as the Sun in
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Leo and Mars in Aries, and during the Middle Ages the upturned crescent of the Moon was also interpreted as the horns of the bull itself.
Taurus cultivates the land, using its resources for the practical necessities of life. Thus, in the City of the Sun, the intuitive nature of the
Moon is given practical scope through its setting in Taurus.
The last planet to be considered is Saturn, which represents the
depth of Cosmos. It was the furthermost planet of the solar system to
be known in the seventeenth century. Traditionally, Saturn was in
charge of executing fate, for this god, identified as Cronos by the ancient Greeks, had eaten his own children and was the emblem of the
mysterious origins of the power of the Heavens over mankind. In the
horoscope of the City of the Sun, Saturn is positioned in the 4th house,
the domus parentum . The hereditary tradition of each person lies in this
astrological house, hence the strength of planet Saturn is transmitted
from one generation to another in the Citta del Sole, increasing the
physical and psychological resistance of its inhabitants while enhancing an introspective understanding of their divine origin.
The trine formed by Saturn in Scorpio, and by Venus and Mercury
in Cancer promotes strong feelings for fellow human beings, a deep
sense of brotherhood, and a profound degree of acceptance of subordinate social roles. The Grande Metafisico has nothing to fear from his
populace, for all citizens shall support his presence and cooperate harmoniously in the social structure of the City.
The utopian Citta del Sole mirrors the philosophical and political
ideals of its author. The topographic and astrological symbolism
depicted in the Dialogo describes the perfect civic equilibrium for
which Campanella longed and for which he created the complete structure of a Utopia, assuring necessary harmony among its inhabitants and
stability for its rulers.
Ilona Klein
Loyola College in Maryland

Notes
1

A planet is considered to be ascendent when it is rising on the Eastern horizon at
the moment of calculating a horoscope.
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2

The twelve zodiac signs are divided in three groups, according to the element to
which they belong: Aries, Leo, Sagittarius (fire signs, active and enthusiastic); Taurus,
Virgo, Capricorn (earth signs, practical cautious); Gemini, ubra, Aquarius ( air signs,
intellectual and sociable); Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces (water signs, emotional and sensitive).
3
"F'IXed" signs are: Taurus, Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius. "Cardinal" signs are: Aries,
Cancer, ubra and Capricorn. ''Mutable" signs are: Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces.
4
The astrological conjunction is an aspect at O". Two planets are conjunct when both
appear to be located within a few degreesa in the same zodiac sign.
5
Every hor~pe is divided counterclockwise into twelve houses (or segments).
Each astrological house has specific attributes and characteristics which it confers to
the planet in its segment. The ninth house is defined as domus religionis. The other
housesareclassifiedasfollows: I= domusvitae;II = domussubstantiae;ill = domus
fratrum;IV = tkJmusparentwn;V = domusfiliorum;VI = domusaegritudinwn;VII
= domus matrimonii; VIII = oomus mortis; X = tkJmus regia.
6
Trine is defined as a 120" aspect, ie. a division of the zodiac by three. It is always a
favorable aspect from an astrological point of view. Planets which trine each other are
positioned in the same astrological element.
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